Make A Mini-Mangonel

Materials:
• 7 lolly sticks (if you can’t eat that many lollies you can buy them in most pound shops)
• 4 loom bands
• 1 milk bottle top
• strong glue or a sticky foam pad
• marshmallows/cotton wool balls to launch

1. Stack 5 lolly sticks together, and twist a loom band 3 times around each end.
2. Stack 2 lolly sticks together, and twist a loom band 3 times around one of the ends. (Make sure it’s very close to the end)
3. Separate the 2 lolly sticks. Place the stack of 5 lolly sticks between the 2 lolly sticks.
4. Wrap a rubber band around all of the lolly sticks to hold the trebuchet together in the centre.
5. Stick on a milk bottle top to serve as a launching platform.

6. Push down on the bottle top and release to launch a projectile.